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There is a number of factors that can contribute to young people becoming Neets they are: Young people who
were eligible for free school meals are more likely to become neets than those not eligible. The September
guarantee Under the last labour government, the guarantee was the following: Full or part-time education in
school, Sixth Form College, independent learning provider or Further Education College. There are courses
available from Level 1 and it is dependent on your results at GCSE as well as if you have studied the course
area before. Check college and sixth form websites or prospecti as they can vary. Taking three sciences will
potentially open all universities to you, but the majority are happy to accept two, with the third subject being
something different. You can also find a list of college open events in the downloads at the foot of this page.
You can do this at Herschel or at another school with a sixth form or a sixth form college. The opportunities
for pupils aged 16 and over have traditionally been either to leave school and start employment, or to stay and
continue with their education. They usually focus on more academically driven pathways. The qualifications
that can be gained through further education are: AS and A levels- are full time courses studying mainly
academic subjects but also some work related subjects and are generally taken over 2 years. What do you want
to achieve? The war was terrible, but most of us, who served, are better for it. This level can include work
placements, community projects or training. Subjects like history are among what are called facilitating A
levels which are those preferred or even required by more competitive entry universities. BTEC qualifications
are ideal for progressing down more practical routes. Sixth Form Colleges Click on each one below to go to
the college website. A levels will require you to do a LOT more private study, reading etc outside of lessons.
You are allowed to have more than one choice when it comes to the different options available to you in
September. A lot these kids were pampered, chauffeured, over protected, over parented and just plain spoiled.
Take a look through the options below and think about which would be best suited to you. Do you prefer
coursework over sitting exams? Now you will need to start having a think about your back up plan.


